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Abstract
This paper represents a practical and economical alternative to manual

deburring. Several passive end-effectors have been designed, built and tested to

meet the robotic deburring requirements. The compliancy in these end-effectors

allow for robot position uncertainties relative to the parts. A set of experiments

have been carried out to show the effectiveness of the end-effectors performance

in deburring processes.
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1. Introduction
During the manufacture of machined parts irregularities known as burrs

are formed on the edge of machined surfaces. Machined parts are often complex

pieces that must fit together precisely to create a whole assembly. Therefore,

burrs must be removed to allow for proper fit. The deburring procedure is

typically a manual operation conducted just prior to final part assembly. The

manual deburring procedure is both time-consuming and expensive. Deburring
often requires the rounding and blending of part edges in addition to the removal

of burrs. These requirements were considered in the research presented here. In

this research, three deburring robotic end effectors were designed, manufactured

and tested. References 4,5,6, and 12 elaborate on various methods of automated

deburring.

2. Manual Debrring Procedures
The need for a flexible deburring system is closely associated with reducing

the costs of the benching, or manual deburring part of the finishing operation.

Benching is usually the last machining step before part assembly and requires

highly selective material removal from the more complex parts. Typically,

benching requires not only the removal of burrs from machined edges, but the

"breaking" of all edges to soften corners. The bench operator can choose from a

wide variety of the hand deburring tools to suit his individual taste. Common

tools include a pneumatic grinder with a bonded abrasive tool bit. The operator

uses a light brushing stroke as he contacts the burred edge; sight and mostly

touch are used to control the deburring process. Part routing sheets normally call

for a sight and feel finish on the deburred edge. Because of this, most part

inspections are performed at the benching area. The dimensional tolerances of

aircraft engine parts are commonly one or two thousandths of an inch. The

specifications on the final edge geometry, however, are not as exacting. When

specified, designers typically call for a chamfer or edge radius from 0.010" to

0.040". Rounded edges are preferable to chamfers.
The decision to manually deburr a part is based largely on the part

geometry. Simple parts can be deburred economically using batch and mass

media methods. Complex multi-planar geometries require the dexterity and

judgement of the benching operator. This is due not only to the complexity of the

edge geometries, but to the variety of parts involved. Materials for these parts

range from heat treated aluminum ~lloys to nickel-based "super" alloys. The part
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range from heat treated aluminum alloys to nickel-based "super" alloys. The part

dimensions may range from small six inch diameter turbine blade disks to large

three foot diameter casings.

3. Automated Deburring System Development
An automatic system capable of deburring manually benched parts must

satisfy two broad requirements:
1) The mechanical requirements of the edge; the system must both remove the

burr and produce a quality edge finish.
2) The part geometry requirements; the system must be able to selectively access

the burred edges of complex, three-dimensional parts for a wide range of part

types.
To selectively deburr an edge, some type of positioning system is required to

orient the deburring tool with respect to the part and to provide the relative

deburring motion either by moving the tool, moving the part, or by combining the

motions of both. In most instances, it is easier to manipulate the deburring tool.

The positioning system requires a minimum of six degrees of freedom to provide

a fixed orientation for a deburring tool with respect to the edges of a three-

dimensional part; three spacial translations and three orientations. Rotary
shaft mounted tools, because of their circular nature, require only five degrees of

freedom.

4. Deburring Mechanics
Deburring is, at first glance, similar to conventional machining

techniques. There are three main parameters used to control the material
removal process: feed rate or tool velocity, cutting speed or tool rpm, and depth of

cut (3). Other conditions, tool bit type and quality, vary little in process and are

assumed to be constants. The three cutting parameters are typically chosen to

give a high material removal rate (MRR) with an acceptable surface finish. In

deburring, however, the amount of material removed is very small, and the

surface finish or edge quality is the primary consideration. The system deburring

tool is required not only to remove the burr and to maintain a quality edge finish,
but also to selectively access only the burred edges. Good results have been

obtained with three types of rotary shafts mounted tools; brushes, grinding points,

and rotary files.

4.1 Brushes
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4.1 Brushes

The use of brushes in deburring was studied in detail. Of the brush types

available, the best results were obtained from abrasive-loaded, nylon filament,

radial brushes. The nylon fibers in these brushes wrap across an edge and use

an abrasive drawing action to produce a high quality edge radius. There are,

however, some problems with the use of brushes. While the abrasive action of the
brush generates round edges, it is not well suited for material removal from

sharp corner profiles, or specifically, for burr removal; sharp edges tend to cut the

filaments. Further, the material removal rate of brushes on sharp profiles is very

low. Attempts made to increase the MRR on parts made of steel, by increasing

the cutting force, resulted in the melting of the nylon filament. There are also

limitations on the accessibility of brushes to tight edge profiles; small holes and

closely spaced edges. This is due largely to the radial brush design (13)

4.2 Grinding Points

As with brushes, the abrasive material removal mechanism of bonded

abrasive grinding points is better suited to surface finishing than to sharp edges.

With grinding points, however, the brittleness of the bond material produces

severe wear problems; in some cases, more material is removed from the tool

than from the part. Of the tools studied, vitrified aluminum oxide bits produced

the best results.

4.3 Rotary Files

This research concentrates on the use of rotary files as the primary

deburring tool. The material removal mechanism for this class of ground, multi-

tooth bits involves a cutting instead of an abrasive action. This results in a higher

MRR for a given cutting force with little or no tool wear. Furthermore, the small

size of these tools provides good accessibility to tight edge profiles.

Rotary files are inherently good burr removal tools, however, consideration

must be made for the edge surface finish. The cutting process produces a

chamfer instead of a radius. Secondary burrs can be formed under certain

conditions of cutting angle, depth of cut (or cutting force), and tool sharpness.

These burrs can be reduced and eliminated by taking small, low force cuts

(normal conditions for deburring), and by using 45 degree, tungsten carbide tool

bits. Where necessary and possible, abrasive brushes could be used in a two tool

system to shape the edge chamfer into a radius.
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5. Burr Modeling
The characteristics of burrs formed on aircraft engine parts were studied

in detail. Burr heights and burr root thickness were measured for over -a

thousand burr samples. Using this data, a "typical" burr averages 0.25mm

(0.0635") to 0.75 rom (0.0295") in height and 0.03rom (0.0012") to 0.08 rom (.0031 ")

in root thickness. For the overall data, however, the burr heights ranged from

zero (a sharp corner) to 1.5 rom (0.060"), and the root widths from zero to 0.23mm

(0.009"). A "typical" burr, therefore, must be considered to be highly irregular.

To insure the complete removal of the worst burrs, the chamfer must be larger

than the root width. A 45 degree chamfer of 0.65:t0.13rom (0.025:tO.005") will be

adequate to remove the worst-case burr within tolerance and is used as a target

chamfer for the remainder of this work.

Figure 1 illustrates an important characteristic of the deburring process.

The material removal rate (MRR) of a deburring pass is a function of the velocity

of the tool bit along the edge, and the cross section areas of the both the chamfer

and the burr. This relationship can be expressed as:

MRR = A chamfer (R tang + 1) Vtcc~

where:
Rtang = A burr/ A chamfer

V toc~ = Tool speed along the path

Aohamfer = The chamfer area

f- burr' height

Q-'I.5mm

Figure 1: Burr Cross Section

By using the burr height and thickness to model the burr area as triangle,
the tangential area (Rtang ) can be approximated for the burrs studied. This area
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the tangential area (Rtang ) can be approximated for the burrs studied. This area

ratio can vary in process from zero for sharp corners, to 0.2 for average burrs, to
a worst case of 2. The MRR for a given velocity is highly variable. Therefore, even

under stable cutting conditions, large variations were expected in the cutting

force.

6. Robotic Deburring

Most robots provide at least 5 degrees of freedom motion over a large

dimensional range and utilize position controllers that are path and velocity

programmable. Complex part profiles can be traced by using combinations of
linear and circular interpolation routines. A limitation in using robots for

precision deburring is an end point positional repeatability of about 0.25 mm

(0.010"), greater than the dimensional tolerance on the deburred edge. The
research presented here was performed with a GE P50 industrial robot with a

rated repeatability of :!:O.2mm (:!:O.O08"). During evaluation tests, low frequency

oscillations of the robot position were noted. Figure 2 is a plot of the radial position

over time of the "stationary" P50 (the robot is commanded to hold a constant

position). The regular oscillations, due to limit cycle behavior in the robot drive

system, have a frequency of about 1.5 hertz with a peak to peak amplitude of from
0.1 to 0.2 mm depending on the robot position. The largest uncertainty in the P50

position, however, is due to a stepsize programmable resolution of 0.25 mm.
Therefore, the positional uncertainty of the deburring end effector can easily be as

large as 0.35 mm. O.5mm + + + :.+ +.

I
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Figure 2: Oscillation of "Stationary" P50 robot

Two approaches were examined which can compensate for robot

inaccuracies in deburring applications: 1) a passive, compliant end effector in

~ P50 servos on
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Two approaches were examined which can compensate for robot

inaccuracies in deburring applications: 1) a passive, compliant end effector in

use with the robot, 2) an active, compliant end effector in use with the robot, and

operating under a separate closed loop process control.
The simplest approach, the use of passive compliance with a positioning

system, uses a deburring tool that is mounted in a compliant (low stiffness)

fixture and attached to the end of the robot arm. This passive end effector (passive

indicates no internal source of power) is guided through the deburring motions by

the pre-programmed robot controller. With a suitable end effector compliance,

positional variations produce only slight changes in the deburring contact force.
The second approach, active compliance deburring, requires the deburring tool to

be mounted in a compliant end effector with a micro-manipulator, or active power

source. The end effector is guided around the part profile by the open loop robot

controller while the small deburring motions are performed under a separate

control by the active manipulator. While this paper concentrates on the first

approach, references 7,9 and 10 examine the second approach.

7. Two Degree of Freedom End-Effectors

The two degree of freedom passive, compliant tool holders were designed to

evaluate deburring techniques on the P50 robot. In the basic design, a pneumatic

motor is mounted in a planar motion, compliant fixture. A key factor in their

usefulness as development tools is the inclusion of two axis position sensors. The

relative displacements of the end effector compliant elements are used to

determine the applied force. The in-process force information is closely related to

both the geometry of the edge chamfer, and to the chamfer finish quality. In open

loop robotic applications, the relatively high compliance of the passive end effector

is used to minimize the variations in the static force level (to approximate a

constant force). The end effector force information is derived from the relative

displacement of the compliant elements; and as such, it is constrained by the

frequency response of the tool.

7.1 Passive Remote Center of Compliance End Effector (PRCC)

The PRCC (Figure 3) is a fixed compliance deburring tool with three basic

components: a 25tOOO RPMt 1/4 HP pneumatic grinder t a 3 degree of freedom

compliant mountt and twOt two axis position sensors. The pneumatic grinder is

held in the top ring of the RCC device which allows translational motions in the

XY horizontal planet and a rotation about the vertical axis. The infrared sensors
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XY horizontal plane, and a rotation about the vertical axis. The infrared sensors

mounted on opposite sides of the PRCC body measure the planar displacements of

the ring mounted emitters. Position signals from each sensor are then

transformed into the normal and tangential components of the contact force.

The PRCC can be modeled as a lightly damped second order dynamic system

with a planar stiffness of 5.7 N/mm (33 lb/in), a natural frequency of 16.7 hertz,

and a damping ratio of 0.12.

Robot

-~;
Position- Force
Si 9 n81 s

ill 5"

t===1

Infrared
L.E.D.

Lord Corp.
R. C. C. Device

Pneume1ic
Gri nder

Rotary
File'

I:;J

Figure 3: PRCC Design Drawing
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7.2 PRCC Deburring Experiments
For this series of tests, three inch specimens of 304 stainless steel were

clamped in a table mounted vise. The GE P50 robot was programmed to move the

arm into and along the specimen edge. Figure 4 shows the details of the setup.

The PRCC was oriented so that a positive X voltage indicates a normal

displacement of the tool bit away from the part, or a positive normal force. A

negative Y voltage indicates a relative tool displacement in the direction opposite

to tool feed, or a negative tangential force. The path direction of the five step P50

program insures that the edge will be upcut. Compliant tools tend to climb off of

the part in the down cutting (or climb milling) mode.
The process parameters for this type of program are the tool feed rate or

velocity, and the programmed force level. The pneumatic grinder maintains a

fairly constant cutting speed of 20,000 RPM. Sensor voltage levels were used to

program the normal contact force at points 2 and 3. The resolution of this

programmable force, however, was limited to about 1.4 N by the 0.25 mm manual

shift increment of the P50, and the relatively high stiffness of the PRCC (5.8

N/mm). The programming difficulty was further increased by the periodic robot

motions noted previously.
VOLTAGE

-Y~N~+XT ANGENTI A~,/f": R MAL

'.v- '" ,
-~ -

~

(
I

l)_~~" 

0,5--, ,
I
,,

'PATH,
.,.'4

F~
PART

Figure 4: P50 Straight Edge Deburring

x
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Figure 5: PRCC Deburring Test

Figure 5 shows the normal and the tangential contact forces when PRCC
is used in deburring S304 stainless steel. Sections of the burr were filed away at

the points of tool contact and exit in order to program the nominal force level of

2.6 N. During deburring, the tool maintains a fairly regular normal force of

about 2.2 N despite the irregularity of the burr profile, the tangential signal,

however, clearly reflects the burr profile and contains large amplitude vibrations
near the PRCC natural frequency. The negative sign of the tangential signal

indicates movement opposite to the direction of tool feed.

While the results of deburring tests on large burrs were generally poor,
the PRCC was able to demonstrate the feasibility of robotic deburring using

rotary carbide files. The PRCC was also used to develop improved programming
and analysis techniques based on the static constant force (derived from the

relative displacements of the compliant elements). Three criteria were developed

to judge the quality of the deburred edge.

1) Burr Removal: complete burr removal with no secondary burr formation.

2) Chamfer Geometry: a regular chamfer within tolerance (0.65 :!: O.13mm), no

waviness, no waviness or surface ripping.

3) Edge Finish: a smooth finish with no galling or pitting, measured primarily by

sight and feel.

It was further noted that the edge finish quality is closely related to

dynamic considerations. The combination of irregular burr profile and high

tangential velocity can easily excite the first mode of vibration in the

underdamped compliant tool. Large amplitude vibrations tend to produce

secondary burrs and reduce the surface finish quality. Increasing the end

effector stiffness would both reduce the vibrational amplitude and increase the
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frequency of the first mode. Conversely, the increased stiffness will also increase

the variation of the final chamfer geometry (due to the limited positional accuracy

of the robot) and increase the depth of surface rippling (due to the oscillatory

motion of the robot). There are three general solutions to this dilemma:

1) Increase the robot end point accuracy, and reduce its oscillatory motion.

2) Increase the end effector compliance.

3) Use the sensor information in a closed loop process.

Although robots are available with the greater resolution and accuracy, the

first solution fails to account for fixturing errors, variations in the part

dimensions, and for programming errors. These together may be larger than

the robot positional uncertainty. The second solution, increasing the end effector

compliance, introduces additional problems. Because of the low natural

frequency, the tool will respond more easily to the excitation of the burr and the

part profile, and the amplitude of the response will be larger. Therefore, in a

practical implementation, the dynamic behavior of the tool should be modified to

include additional damping. The closed loop approach, whether controlling the

robot or an active end effector, is by far a more elegant solution. As with
compliant tools, however, a more detailed examination of the process dynamics is

needed. This required the development of a deburring tool in which the dynamic

characteristics could be varied.

7.3 Passive Variable Compliance End Effector (PVC)
The PVC end effector (Figure 6) was developed to study the effects of

increased compliance. Along with two degree of freedom variable compliance,
the PVC dynamic response also includes variable damping in two directions. The

effect of the PVC dynamic characteristics was studied using the P50 robot in

deburring tests on a series of straight and curvilinear parts, with and without

burrs.
The PVC end effector design is based on the vertical two degree of freedom

approach. A spherical bearing allows the pneumatic motor (grinder) to pivot in

two directions. The two horizontal pivoting motions approximate X and Y planar

motions for small angular displacements; the distance from the tool bit face to the

pivot center is such that, for the design conditions of force and compliance, the

angle is less than 2.5 degrees. A two-axis joystick type potentiometer, mounted

upside down to the PVC body and linked to the grinder by a smaller spherical
bearing, generates relative X- Y position signals. To provide compliance, four

extension springs are mounted along the X- Y axes, between the bottom of the PVC
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cylinder body and the pneumatic grinder.

along the 45 degree axes to provide damping.
Four variable dashpots are mounted

Figure 6: PVC Design Drawing

7.4 PVC Deburring Experiments

Extensive deburring tests were,

both straight edge and complex parts.

obtained from step burr experiments whi

conducted 

with the PVC end effector on
The most important test results were

ch were designed to study the deburring
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transition from a sharp edge to a large burr. A typical step burr specimen is

shown in Figure 7. Large burrs of a uniform height were first machined on a

straight edge specimen. Next, sections of the burr were filed away leaving both
sharp edges and the burr steps. The deburring pass data presented in Figure 8
was produced by a 304 stainless, step burr specimen. Four burr steps 5 mm in

length were machined with an average height of 0.64 mm. The PVC end effector

was fitted with relatively compliant springs which yielded a stiffness of 1.2 N/mm

(7Ib/in) measured at the face of the carbide bit. This produced a natural frequency
of 17 Hz; the dashpots were then tuned to give a damping ratio of approximately

0.7 along the two principle axes. Using the path programming techniques

previously discussed, the P50 was programmed to maintain a 2.2 N force
(nominally for a straight edge) at a tangential velocity of10mm/s between points 2

and 3.

Figure 7: Step Burr Specimen
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Figure 8: PVC Deburring Test

Figure 8 shows the contact forces for the first four seconds of the deburring
pass. Despite the irregularity of the burr profile, the normal signal indicates a

fairly constant static force of 2.3 N. The tangential force, however, clearly shows

the encounter with the first two burrs. This unique behavior of the normal and

tangential force components proved consistent throughout all deburring tests
with large burr variations. The tangential force is proportional with the MRR

and consequently the hight of burr when the tangential velocity is constant. Upon
close examination of the deburred edge, the 0.64 mm (0.0252") burr steps were

completely removed leaving an even chamfer with slight variation; 0.89:tO.13mm
(0.035":!::0.005"). Before and after photographs of the specimen are shown in

./

Figure 9. In this case, the ratio of the step burr height to final chamfer width is

about 0.7. '

In general, the PVC experiments establish the feasibility of robotic

deburring using passive compliant end effectors. Although such devices can

deburr a wide range of complex part geometries, the process limitations are

primarily a function of the trade off between deburring speed and the largest
burr size relative to the desired chamfer. Even with increased damping, the

combination of a high two degree of freedom compliance and a high feed velocity
can induce, when jolted by a large burr, limit cycle behavior (2) resulting in severe
gouging. Reducing the compliance, however, will limit the end effectors ability to

compensate for positioning errors due to robot, workpiece and fixturing
uncertainties. The PVC end effector was generally able to remove burrs with a

burr height to chamfer width ratio of less than 0.8 at speeds less than 1 Omm/s ,

and able to produce acceptable chamfers with a width variation less than 20%.
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three dimensional model of the burr and chamfer areas projected in the normal

and tangential directions supports the experimental results presented here. For

thin triangular burrs with a maximum burr height one to two times the width of

the desired chamfer, the DC normal force (the static displacement of the

compliant elements in the normal direction) provides a direct indication of the

chamfer produced at a constant feed rate. This result has then been utilized in

the real time control of chamfer width through an independent active

manipulator (9). Where higher process speeds and larger burrs are anticipated,

improved results could be obtained in a two variable process. The tangential force

could be used to modify the feed rate; increasing the speed for small burrs and

slowing down for large ones. In order to develop such a system a fuller

understanding of the process is required.
Several limitations in the results were inherent in the PVC mechanical

design; the high RPM, low HP turbine type grinder was not well suited to robotic

deburring, the main spherical bearing contained a large static friction force, and

the pneumatic dampers were highly non-linear. A much improved design could

be achieved using a gimballed ball bearing arrangement to hold the grinder. In

this case, the third unmodeled degree of freedom (vertical rotation) in the

previous designs would be eliminated while gaining a rugged, precise, low

friction mount. Rotary hydraulic dampers could be installed on the gimbal axes

eliminating the non-linear air dampers. Overall, the design could be optimized
for a known range of compliance and force, and a specific dynamic response. To

overcome the problems associated with high compliance in two directions, the

compliance in the tangential direction can be eliminated by the design of a single

degree of freedom end effector. This change, however, will require an extra joint

in the robot to align the direction of the compliance normal to complex edges.

8. Conclusion
U sing passive end-effectors, the feasibility of precision deburring was

demonstrated with an industrial robot. This represents a practical and

economical alternative to manual deburring. Two, two degree of freedom, passive

end effectors were developed and tested on straight and complex edge geometries.
Step burr experiments were designed to evaluate the deburred edge quality after

the removal of large, step shaped burrs. In these experiments, burrs 0.6 to 0.7

mm in height were removed from specimens of s304 stainless steel. Edge
chamfers 0.8 mm (0.0315") to 0.9 mm (0.0354") in height were produced with
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acceptable finishes, and with a less than 20% variation of 0.12 mm (0.0047") to 0.15

mm (0.0059").

The deburring results from all experiments indicate that the static contact

force in the direction normal to the edge can be utilized as a path programming

aid to produce a given chamfer. Step burr experiments in particular reveal a

significant difference in the relative sensitivity of the normal and tangential

components of deburring force to large burr disturbances. For burr heights less

than 1 to 2 times the desired chamfer width, the static normal force is largely

independent of burr size. These observations provide the basis for later work to

establish a definite relationship between the normal force and chamfer, and also

work to develop an active process control for deburring.
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